
                                                            

FJORD 42  OPEN
 

STEERING SYSTEM 

Joystick Control 

LENGTH (M) 

11.99 

BEAM (M) 

3.99 

DRAFT (M) 

1 

DISPLACEMENT (KG) 

9800 

HULL MATERIAL 

Fiberglass 

CRUSING SPEED (KNOTS) 

26 

MAX SPEED (KNOTS) 

35 

STANDARD ENGINE 

2 x Volvo Penta / IPS 500 / Inboard 

/ 370 HP / Pod 

ENGINE UPGRADE 

2 x Volvo Penta / IPS 600 / Inboard 

/ 435 HP / Pod 

FUEL TYPE 

Diesel 

FUEL CAPACITY (LITERS) 

1000 

FRESH WATER CAPACITY (LITERS) 

300 

NUMBER OF CABINS 

1 

BATHROOM 

1 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PASSENGERS 

12 

  

The Fjord 42 Open was the first Yacht built by the Hanse Ship Yard with the participation of “Allseas Design” studio. 

After the collaboration with “Wally”, the design studio of Patrick Banfield developed a whole new concept in unison 

with the German Ship Yard. The Fjord 42 Open has taken luxury day cruising to another level by building an 

extremely practical and striking vessel. This success story has paved the path for a fleet of Fjords ranging from 36’ to 

52’. 

The timeless design of the 42’ still attracts the attention of even the very young and offers practical solutions to those 

who wish to enjoy high quality day cruising and return home at dusk. 

Life on board the Fjord happens mainly on deck. The excellent lay out and diaphanous space divide this vessel into 

five well defined areas. A generous Bathing Platform, Convertible Dinette, Galley, Helm Position and Forward Sun 

pad. Whether you are just going out for a swim or spending all day on board, the Fjord 42’ Open shows its potential 
right from the start. 

                                          



IPS drives and a Joystick make this Yacht very easy to maneuver. One person alone can handle the boat comfortably. 

The fuel efficient Volvo Penta IPS engines give you a cruising range of over 200 nautical miles at 25 Knots. The 

choices are IPS 500 or IPS 600, the main difference being the top speed. The IPS 600 will clock 40Knots. The Fjord 
42’ Open feels solid and stable at any speed resulting in a comfortable and relaxing ride. 

Thanks to its advanced hull design the Fjord 42 rides high on the water avoiding the sea spray making it a particularly 

dry boat. The wide and tall windscreen shields the Helm seats and the galley and also the forward seats of the cockpit 
table. 

   

 

On the main deck the walk around gives a feeling of security and allows guests to move from bow to stern safely. 

Both young and old can move comfortably around the center console or the cockpit table without running into each 
other.  

The rigid T-Top shelters the Helm and three foldable seats that give you the option of driving either standing or 

seated. The Galley is also located under the T-Top. The generous work surface allows you to prepare a Cocktail or a 

Sandwich next to the cockpit table without missing out on the fun.  

The cockpit table which seats eight guests comfortably can be easily converted into a large Sunbed at the touch of a 
button. Both Sunbeds Forward and Aft have optional micro perforated Biminis to provide shade on hot summer days.     

 

   

                                                                                       PRICE LIST                  

                                                                                      1 DAY             3 DAYS             1 WEEK 

JUNE & SEPTEMBER                                                2.400 €                                           

JULY  & AUGUST                                                      2.700 € 

REST OF THE YEAR                                                  2.100 €                                     

     

 



Indoors the L shaped sofa converts into a second berth. The full height independent bathroom is also a great feature of 

privacy allowing you the comfort and facilities to stay out at anchor for a couple of nights to enjoy the Mediterranean 

Sunset or the Magic of a summer night in a secluded cala. 

The Fjord 42’ Open has set a trend in luxury Yachting by creating the perfect day cruising boat. 

 

      

 FEATURES 

 SHORE POWER INLET 

 TEAK COCKPIT 

 ELECTRIC BILGE PUMP 

 PLOTTER 

 REFRIGERATOR 

 AUTOPILOT 

 COCKPIT TABLE 

 COCKPIT COVER 

 BIMINI TOP 

 VHF 

 COMPASS 

 RADIO 

 DEPTHSOUNDER 

 NAVIGATION CENTER 

 GPS 

 SWIMMING LADDER 

 INVERTER 

 BATTERY CHARGER 

 CD PLAYER 

 COCKPIT CUSHIONS 

 LOG SPEEDOMETER 

 MANUAL BILGE PUMP 

 COCKPIT SHOWER 

 ELECTRIC HEAD 

 HOT WATER 

 COCKPIT SPEAKERS 

 TEAK SIDEDECKS 

    

           

 

INCLUDED                                                                                                                                       

11+2, Pattern, Mooring in Base Port, Insurance, 

Cleaning, Towels, Snacks, Refreshments. 
 

NOT INCLUDED 

 

21% VAT, Fuel, Mooring outside P. Base, APA 

30% on the value of the boat, OPTIONAL: 

SEABOB 250 € -300 €  day



 


